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Laser infrared photocarrier radiometrysPCRd was used with a harmonically modulated low-power
laser pump and a superposed dc superband-gap optical biassa secondary laser beamd to control and
monitor the space-charge-layersSCLd width in oxidized p-Si–SiO2 and n-Si–SiO2 interfaces
swafersd exhibiting charged interface-state related band bending. Applying the theory of PCR-SCL
dynamicsfA. Mandelis, J. Appl. Phys.97, 083508s2005dg to the experiments yielded various
transport parameters of the samples as well as depth profiles of the SCL exhibiting completes p-type
Sid or partialsn-type Sid band flattening, to a degree controlled by widely different minority-carrier
capture cross section at each interface. The uncompensated charge density at the interface was also
calculated from the theory. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1850197g

I. INTRODUCTION

The technique of laser infrared photocarrier
radiometry1,2 sPCRd in Si is believed to be associated with
room- or higher-temperature near-infrared photolumines-
cence, a phenomenon which in the past has invariably been
associated with the presence of impurities or defects.3 Very-
low-yield room-temperature photoluminescence has been re-
ported spectroscopically for ion-implanted and doped Si, as
well as for the observation of swirl and mechanical
defects.4–7 Unlike those static photoluminescence techniques
that require a photomultiplier detector, modulated PCR under
lock-in detection has been found to exhibit superior signal-
to-noise ratiosson the order of several hundred to several
thousandd and to be very sensitive to electronic transport
properties of the semiconductor material.1,2 Unlike conven-
tional photothermal and photoacoustic techniques, PCR is
only responsive to the modulated free photoexcited carrier-
density-wave sCDWd recombination emissions and com-
pletely filters out all thermal infraredsPlanckd emissions.
This fact makes the technique more sensitive to purely opto-

electronic phenomena, eliminating thermal emission interfer-
ences and the thermal-noise-limited HgCdTe or other infra-
red detectors, in favor of photon-noise-limited InGaAs
detectors. Therefore, it greatly facilitates signal interpretation
by avoiding modeling complications due to several energy
conversion pathways from optical to acoustic and/or thermal.
Our first applications of PCR to industrial semiconductor Si
wafer diagnostics have established the sensitivity of this
technique to surface and near-surface electronic recombina-
tion effects.1,2,8,9Based on the development of a PCR theory
of the optical modulation and relaxation of band bending
toward photosaturationsflatband conditiond at the Si–SiO2
interface,10 an appropriate experimental method is intro-
duced in this paper. A harmonically modulated low-intensity
superband-gap primary laser beam acts as the PCR signal
carrier from the oscillating recombining photoexcited CDW,
while a coincident higher-intensity secondarysunmodulatedd
superband-gap laser beam acts as optical bias and is used as
an oxide-semiconductor interface charge occupancy and
space-charge layersSCLd control. As a result, it is found that
this combined-laser PCR method can be used to measure the
SCL width from fully bent bandssin the darkd to the flatband
state, depending on the types n or pd of the doping impurity.adElectronic mail: mandelis@mie.utoronto.ca
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The results show that the methodology can be used as a
quantitative analytical tool for monitoring and controlling
uncompensated interface state charge densitiesscoveraged
and potentially near-surface electronic contamination in an
entirely optical remote manner.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL SIMULATIONS

In order to understand the salient features of the present
combinedac/dc laser PCR methodology, a few simulations
of the physical aspects of the theory10 are in order. The gen-
eral equation for the PCR signalsSP, Eq. 52,10 is reproduced
here for convenience,

SPsI0,v;ad > C0sR1,R2;aIRdHhQf1 − R1sladgI0a

2hn
J

3STrisvd
a

f1 − s1 + aWmde−aDWg

+
1

Dn
*sa2 − k2dH g

ksG2 − G1e
−2kLd
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3sG2 + e−2kLdg −
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− fDW− Wms1 − aDWdgJe−aDWDeivt. s1d

Here, C0 is a material depth- and frequency-independent
constant.la denotes the wavelength of the excitation radia-
tion. In our experiments, this equation has been applied with
superband-gap radiation of absorption coefficientashnd
.103 cm−1, such that the semiconductor material is entirely
opaque to the incident radiation,e−aL<0. The quantities
g,G1, andG2 are given by

g ;
S1 + aDeff

S1 + ksvdDeff
; G1 ;

ksvdDeff − S1

ksvdDeff + S1
;

G2 ;
ksvd + S2

ksvdDn
* − S2

. s2d

They are minority CDW interfacial coupling and
accumulation/depletion coefficients.11 ksvd is the minority
electron CDW wave numbersmagnitude of the complex
wave vector in one dimensiond defined as

ksvd ; S1 + ivtn

Dn
*tn

D1/2

. s3d

S, D* , and tn stand for CDW transport properties: surface
sfront: 1; back: 2d recombination velocity, carrier ambipolar
sDn

*d or interfacesDeffd diffusion coefficient, and minority
selectrond recombination lifetime inp-Si, respectively.Trisvd
is a complex interface lifetime

Trisvd ;
tri

1 + ivtri
, s4d

wheretri is a charged interface recombination lifetime.10 The
effective SCL widthDW=W0−Wm andWm are functions of
the incident modulated laser intensityI0. W0 andWm are the
dc and modulated components of the SCL,

WsI0d = W0 − WmsI0deivt. s5d

Some simulations of Eq.s1d are now presented with two
possible experimental modes in mind. In the simplest con-
figuration, a single modulated superband-gap laser source of
variable intensity,I0, is incident on a SiO2–Si interface that
has a fixed amount of charge,Qsi and therefore exhibits band
bending with a SCL width ofW0sQsid. The variable intensity
laser induces a modulationWmsI0d in the SCL width through
a change in interface charge coverage, as described by Eq.
s5d. The structure of Eq.s1d shows that there will be a non-
linear low-intensity range in the dependence of the resulting
PCR signal onI0 up to the flatband valueIFB when the SCL
will oscillate between the extreme values ofW0 sin the darkd
and 0 sfull illuminationd. As the pump-laser intensity in-
creases beyond the valueI0= IFB, no further dependence of
the SCL oscillation amplitude onI0 is expected, as long as
the CDW transport properties remain unchanged and free of
nonlinear interactions commonly exhibited in the high-
injection limit s1018–1019 cm−3d, such as Auger recombina-
tion sRef. 12, Sec. 1.5.3d, carrier–carrier scattering,13 or band
narrowing.14 Therefore, forI0. IFB the PCR signal would
then increase linearly with intensity. These effects have al-
ready been observed qualitatively.1

In a somewhat more involved experimental configura-
tion, but perhaps simpler signal interpretation, a fixedslowd-
intensity modulateds“ac”d laser acts as the primary excita-
tion source which produces a fixed density of free electron-
hole pairsEHPd carrier waves acting as the PCR probe, and
a small fixed-amplitude modulation of the SCL width,
WmsIacd. A coincident unmodulateds“dc” d secondary laser
source with variable intensity,Idc, substantially exceeding
that of the modulated laser but for the lowest values, can
change the occupation of the surface states up to complete
charge neutralization coverage leading to the flatband condi-
tion whenIdc= IFB. In this configuration the dc laser induces
a change in the degree of steady band bending at the surface
from the darksmaximumd value, W0sIdc=0d=Wmax, of the
SCL width up to the flatbandsminimumd value,W0sIFBd=0.
In this ideal picture, the modulated laser is nonperturbing,
acting only as a PCR signal carrier with negligible effect on
the SCL width, sinceWmsIacd!W0sIdcd. A variation in dc
laser intensity within the range 0ø Idcø IFB is expected to act
as a variable optical bias by means of the steady-state excess
recombination events of minority carriers into impurity
states. The enhanced steady bulk recombination further af-
fectssincreasesd the steady SCL minority charge densityQsi,
driving the SiO2–Si interface into deeper depletion or inver-
sion. This change alters thesthermoddynamically coupled in-
terface charge state coverage,10 causing a concomitant
change in the degree of band bending between maximum and
zerosflatbandsd. Because these interface changes perturb the
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small CDW generated by the modulated laser, the entire pro-
cess can be described according to Eq.s1d, with an effective
steady value ofW0sIdcd for each Idc value and a fixed
WmsIacd.

Given the well-known dependence of the minority free-
carrier transport properties on the level of photocarrier injec-
tion under unmodulated15 and modulated16,17 conditions, the
dependence of the PCR signal on the relevant parameters in
Si ssurface recombination velocities, photocarrier density-
wave lifetime, and diffusion coefficientd has been reported
under flatband conditions,1,2 as well as for ion-implanted Si
wafers.8,9 Given that our experimental results in this work
were obtained under high-injection conditions with regard to
the unmodulated optical bias laser, changes of those param-
eters with variable laser intensity were observed. To sort out
the effects of band bending and of changing transport param-
eters on the PCR signal, Figs. 1–3 show simulations of the
effect of changes in bulk transport properties for a charged
SiO2–Si interface exhibiting no band bending using Eq.s1d.

Due to the high value of the optical-absorption coefficienta,
it was assumed that the magnitude ofuTri /au!1 and its con-
tribution to Eq.s1d were neglected.

Figure 1 shows a family of frequency curves with mi-
nority recombination lifetime variations in the range 1ms
øtnø1 ms, typical of today’s industrial Si wafers. As
expected,1,2 a decrease intn depresses the PCR amplitude
and shifts the position of the turning points“knee”d to pro-
gressively higher frequencies as the density of the carrier
wave over one period decreases with decreasing recombina-
tion time. The phases exhibit zero delay with respect to the
modulation source at low frequencies, such thatvtn!1, but
they begin to lag behind the source phase as soon as this
condition is not valid. Astn decreases, the foregoing condi-
tion becomes violated at progressively higher frequencies,
whence the shift of the PCR phases in Fig. 1sbd.

Figure 2 shows the PCR frequency behavior with
SiO2–Si interface recombination velocity,S1, as a parameter.

FIG. 1. PCR signal vs modulation frequency simulations forp-type Si under
flatband conditionssW0=Wm=0d with bulk minority CDW recombination
lifetime tn as a parameter.S1=300 cm/s,S2=105 cm/s,Dn

* =30 cm2/s,L
=550mm, andas514 nmd=7.76Ã103 cm−1. sad Amplitude; sbd phase.

FIG. 2. PCR signal vs modulation frequency simulations forp-type Si under
flatband conditionssW0=Wm=0d with minority CDW interface recombina-
tion velocity S1 as a parameter.tn=100ms,S2=105 cm/s,Dn

* =30 cm2/s ,L
=550mm, andas514 nmd=7.76Ã103 cm−1. sad Amplitude; sbd phase.
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IncreasingS1 by several orders of magnitude has effects
quite similar to decreasingtn, although the knee shift to
higher frequencies is not as pronounced. Similarly, the onset
of the PCR phase lag moves to higher frequencies and shows
the familiar saturation1 at a progressively decreasing phase
lag with increasingS1, because the subsurface ac diffusion
length sor “centroid”d of the CDW, the inverse of the wave
number Eq.s3d, is no longer controlled by the bulk recom-
bination lifetimetn alone. Instead, it becomes controlled by
an effectivelifetime, teff, such that,18

1

teff
=

1

tp
+

1

ts
, s6d

wherets is the interface lifetimesRef. 10; Appendixd related
to the interface recombination velocityS1. This time constant
begins to influence the effective lifetimesand hence the
phase saturation leveld at S1 values such asts,tn.

Figure 3 shows the effect of changing ambipolar diffu-
sivity on the frequency scans. It is clear that when the semi-

conductor bulk controlsDn
* , an increase in that quantity

amounts to decreasing PCR amplitude because the CDW
centroid shifts away from the detection point at the surface/
interface, with the result that the overall free-carrier density
decreases as the effective CDW thicknessssubsurface
spreadd controlled by the minority-carrier ac diffusion length
Lnsvd=k−1svd increases. The onset of the PCR phase lag and
its steepest slope also exhibit a shift to higher frequencies
with increasingDn

* consistently with Eq.s3d, which shows
that the position of the CDW centroid can be shifted to a
smaller depth by increasing frequency to compensate for the
increasedDn

* .
Figures 4 and 5 show the effects of nonzero band bend-

ing on the PCR signal. Assuming negligibleWm for low in-
tensity of the modulated laser compared toW0, Fig. 4, it is
seen that increasingW0, with the transport parameters of
Figs. 1–3 kept constant, results in a monotonically decreas-
ing amplitude and essentially no change in phase. This be-

FIG. 3. PCR signal vs modulation frequency simulations forp-type Si under
flatband conditionssW0=Wm=0d with ambipolar diffusivityDn

* as a param-
eter. tn=100ms,S1=300 cm/s,S2=105 cm/s,L=550mm, and as514 nmd
=7.76Ã103 cm−1. sad Amplitude; sbd phase.

FIG. 4. PCR signal vs modulation frequency simulations forp-type Si with
constant transport parameters and with the SCL width as a parameter.Wm

=0,Dn
* =30 cm2/s,tn=100ms,S1=300 cm/s,S2=105 cm/s,L=550mm,

andas514 nmd=7.76Ã103 cm−1. sad Amplitude; sbd phase.
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havior is expected since an increased degree of band bending
is the result of increased interface charge density in the
model and thus higher trap density and loss of free carriers.
The process takes place right at the Si–SiO2 interface where
free minority carriers deexcite mostly nonradiatively in trap
states over the space-charge barrier19 and therefore are not
available to contribute to the PCR signal through radiative
NIR emissions. Furthermore, there is no measurable phase
shift because the interface recombination lifetimets was as-
sumed constant. This simplification turns out not to be true
experimentally, but the simulation points out the important
fact that it isnot the value ofW0 itself that causes a phase
shift, but rather the effect that a change in this value has on
the transport properties at the Si–SiO2 interface. Figure 5
corresponds to the case where the maximum value,W0, of
the SCL width is fixed, but is subject to oscillating ampli-
tude,Wm, which increases with, e.g., increasing intensity of

the modulated laser source. As expected, the PCR amplitude
increases as the modulated band curvature tends to offset the
effect of the CDW-inhibiting band bending through more
effective neutralization of the interface charges over the
modulation cycle. As a result, a higher density of free minor-
ity carriers can survive over one illumination period and con-
tribute radiatively to the increased PCR signal. As in the case
of Fig. 4sbd, the phase does not show any change over the
entire range ofWm values used in this simulation. When the
changes in the SCL widths, Figs. 4 and 5, and in transport
parameters, Figs. 1–3, are combined in a frequency plot for
fixed values of the transport parameters, it is found that the
former simply shifts the PCR amplitude accordingly, while
the phase remains fixed. This conclusion proves to be very
helpful in interpreting experimental PCR measurements of
the SCL.

Figures 6 and 7 show simulations of the PCR signals
using the combined technique of superposing a modulated
PCR pump laser with a dc optical bias laser. For fixed modu-
lation frequency and amplitude, and assuming a simple ex-
ponential dependence of the SCL width onIdc, a scan of the
intensity Idc produces PCR amplitude curves which photo-
saturate whenIdc, IFB. The effects of changing bulk minor-
ity recombination lifetime are shown in Fig. 6, and those of
changing interface recombination velocity are shown in Fig.
7. In both cases the shapes of the amplitude curves,AsIdcd,
are similar. The phases,fsIdcd, remain flat, for the same rea-
sons as in Figs. 4sbd and 5sbd. However, the difference
AsIFBd−As0d, whereIFB is measured at the lowest photosatu-
ration value of Idc, increases with increasingtn and with
decreasingS1, and the relative phase lagfsIFBd−fs0d in-
creases, respectively, as the centroid of the CDW moves
deeper into the bulk. These observations lead to the impor-
tant conclusion that the effects of SCL band bending at the
Si–SiO2 interfaces become progressively more detrimental to
the near-surface optoelectronic behavior of semiconductors
with today’s high-quality carrier transport parameter values,
such as high-resistivity Si substrates and epitaxial thin films.

III. MATERIALS, EXPERIMENTS, AND RESULTS

Four- and six-inch 5–10V cm, 550-µm-thick, p-type Si
wafers were oxidized with a gate oxide of ca. 1000 Å. In
addition,n-type wafers were also oxidized with ca. 5000-Å
oxide. The photocarrier radiometry setup is shown in Fig. 8.
The two-laser configuration described in Sec. II was used for
SCL measurements. The modulated low-power laser was ei-
ther a He–Ne lasers632.8 nm; 0.4-mm beam radiusd or a
GaAlAs laser diodes830 nm; 0.30-mm beam radiusd. The
unmodulated optical bias laser was an Ar-ion lasers514 nm;
1.89-mm beam radiusd. The various beam radii were charac-
terized using a pinhole-on-detector system scanned across
the beam profile with a neutral density filter to avoid photo-
detector saturation. The IR detector was a switchable-gain
InGaAs elementsThorLabs model PDA400d, 1-mm in diam-
eter, with spectral response in the 800–1750 nm range, peak
response at 1550 nm, and frequency bandwidth from dc to 10
MHz. The preamplifier was incorporated into the detector
housing, a design which delivered optimal signal-to-noise

FIG. 5. PCR signal vs modulation frequency simulations forp-type Si
with constant transport parameters and with the optically modulated
SCL width, Wm, as a parameter.W0=1 mm,Dn

* =30 cm2/s,tn=100ms,S1

=300 cm/s,S2=105 cm/s,L=550mm, and as514 nmd=7.76Ã103 cm−1.
sad Amplitude; sbd phase.
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ratio expressed as a noise equivalent powersNEPd figure of
2.9–8.2Ã10−12 W/ÎHz. The detector was outfitted with a
specialty long-pass optical filter from Spectrogon featuring
steep cut ons5% at 1010 nm, 78% at 1060 nmd, and trans-
mission range of 1042–2198 nm. The cut-on quality of the
filter is crucial in PCR as it must block any synchronous
pump radiation leakage from reaching the highly sensitive
detector. Short-wavelength filtering of optical density five or
six is usually required. The samples were placed on an alu-
minum backing which acted as a mechanical support and
signal amplifier by redirecting the forward emitted IR pho-
tons back toward the detector,1 Fig. 8. Typical modulated
power used wasPac,0.5–4 mW, whereas the power of the
unmodulated laser was varied up to 350 mW. Taking into
account the reflectivity of Si at 514 nm at normal incidence
sR=0.38d and the laser beam radiusr =1890mm, the effec-

tive maximum photon flux at 350 mW wasFp,max

=1.103Ã1019 photons/cm2 s. According to Jastrzebskiet
al.,17 this range of photon flux is appropriate and required
s1017–1018 photons/cm2 sd to drive the depletion-level inter-
face barrier height and the surface photo voltagesSPVd

FIG. 6. sad Amplitude; sbd phase of the PCR signal vs dc optical bias laser
intensity Idc simulations forp-type Si with constant transport parameters, a
small fixed-amplitude optically modulated SCL widthWm=0.2 mm, and
with tn as a parameter.Dn

* =30 cm2/s,S1=300 cm/s,S2=105 cm/s,L
=550mm and as514 nmd=7.76Ã103 cm−1. A simple exponential depen-
dence of the SCL width onIdc was assumed in Eq.s1d, DW;W0−Wm

=A exps−BIdcd.

FIG. 7. Similar to Fig.6 withtn=100ms andS1 as a parameter.

FIG. 8. Experimental PCR setup showing the modulated and unmodulated
lasers for space-charge layer investigations.
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salternately, PCRd signal, to the flatband condition. Assuming
unity optical-to-ehp photon energy conversion efficiency, it
is important to note that the maximum free-carrier flux in our
experiments was

Fe =
3.43Ã 1017

psr + ÎDntnd2
= 1.13Ã 1018 electrons/cm2 s, s7d

where the dc minority diffusion lengthLn=ÎDntn

=0.122 cm for typical values ofDn,30 cm2/s and tn

,500 ms according to our results forp-Si–SiO2 interfaces,
Figs. 15 and 16. Therefore, the experiments were conducted
in the high-injection regime.15

Some wafers were exposed to variable optical bias with
the laser beam incident on the SiO2 and then were etched to
hydrophobia in an aqueous solution of 10 vol % HF in water,
indicating that the SiO2 layer was fully removed. The PCR
signal amplitudes and phases of ap-Si sample before and
after etching are shown in Fig. 9. While the oxidized wafer
exhibits complete photosaturation at irradiation with

,250 mW of continuous laser power, it is clear that the
removal of the oxide also removed the interface-charge layer
very efficiently while increasing the nonradiative electron
trapping efficiency at the etched surface. Accordingly, the
PCR amplitude dropped significantly and remained indepen-
dent of the power of the unmodulated laser. The Ar-ion laser-
beam reflectance of the wafer before and after etching was
measured to be 0.340 and 0.408, respectively. The reflec-
tance of the primary He–Ne beam was 0.295 and 0.339, re-
spectively. These differences cannot account for the drastic
change in the PCR amplitude after etching, giving further
support to enhanced nonradiative recombination. The PCR
phase, Fig. 9sbd, shows a very reproducible curvature for the
oxidized sample. On the other hand, the phase of the etched
sample is independent ofPdc and became noisier due to the
low signal associated with this sample. Signal-to-noise ratios
sSNRd for oxidized wafers were in the 100–200 range with
error bar sizes similar to the symbol size used in the plots,
whereas those for the etched samples were,18–25. The
photosaturation exhibited by the PCR amplitude of the un-
etched sample of Fig. 9sad is similar to the one reported
under surface photovoltage probing by Jastrzebskiet al.17

Those authors qualitatively attributed the photosaturation to
the attainment of the flatband condition under external opti-
cal bias.

The issue of possible perturbation effects of the primary
modulated laser beam on the SCL measurements was inves-
tigated by changing the power of the He–Ne laser and re-
peating the experiment of Fig. 9 using another oxidizedp-Si
wafer. Typical results are shown in Fig. 10. As expected, the
PCR signal amplitude does scale withPac sor, equivalently,
I0d, Eq. s1d; however, the rescaled amplitude of the measure-
ment with decreased power of 1.4 mW coincides with the
3.5-mW amplitude, when normalized to the highest point of
the latter curve. Similarly, the phases coincide with no
rescaling within the error, with the phase obtained at the
lower power exhibiting higher noise. These results demon-
strate that, in the range of the reported measurements, the
modulated laser was nonperturbing of the electronic proper-
ties of the semiconductors and the observed signal variations
with Pdc were due solely to the effects of the dc laser on the
sample.

Figure 11 shows that the effects of surface polishing on
the PCR signal from thep-type wafer of Fig. 10samplitudes
and phasesd are minor. The back matte surface was also oxi-
dized and therefore it was expected that it would exhibit a
SCL behavior similar to the front surface. Based on the fits to
the theory as described below, these effects can be accounted
for by small differences in the respective surface recombina-
tion velocity, effective lifetime, and SCL depth profile.

The SCL profile for then-type Si wafers was also inves-
tigated. Typical results are shown in Fig. 12. Both lasers
were incident on the exposed SiO2 layer. In all cases, large
differences were observed in the PCR amplitudes between
intact and etched samples. Nevertheless, there was no indi-
cation of flatband saturation within the range ofIdc intensities
available and phases were always essentially independent of
the dc laser power. A comparison between the amplitude
shapes and absolute signal levels in Figs. 9 and 12 shows

FIG. 9. sad Amplitudes andsbd phases of an oxidizedp-Si wafer before and
after etching the SiO2 away. The modulated beam was provided by a me-
chanically chopped He–Ne laser. Chopping frequency, 200 Hz.
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that it is much harder for the optical bias to induce complete
flattening of the bands inn-Si than inp-Si. This observation
indicates the relatively low efficiency of this methodology
for driving n-Si into the flatband state. The independence of
PCR phases fromIdc is an additional indicator that the opti-
cal bias does not affect the transport properties of the
SiO2–n-Si interface.

The developed PCR theory10 resulting in Eq.s1d was
tested through a series of PCR measurements with Si–SiO2

interfaces, which were aimed at reconstructing the depth pro-
file of the SCL from scans ofIdc at a fixed frequency. Results
on a p-Si sample, such as those shown in Figs. 9–11, were
supplemented by frequency scans launched at several values
of Idc, as shown in Fig. 13. The individual frequency scans
were fitted to Eq.s1d with DW=W0 since theIac intensity
was too low compared toIdc to affect the band bending, as
demonstrated in Fig. 10. The fitted parameters at each value
of Idc includedteff ,S1,S2,Deff<Dn

* , andW0. A computational

multiparameter feedback program was generated. In the mul-
tiparameter fitting process, the following square variance
was minimized:

Var =

o
m=1

N

fATsfmd − ASsfmdg2

N
+

o
m=1

N

fFTsfmd − FSsfmdg2

o
m=1

N

fFSsfmdg2

.

s8d

Here ASsfmd and FSsfmd are the PCR amplitude and phase,
respectively, simulated with the model of Eq.s1d, andATsfmd
and FTsfmd are the associated fitted experimental PCR am-
plitude and phase.N is the total number of data points. Dur-
ing the fitting procedure, the four transport properties

FIG. 10. sad Amplitudes andsbd phases of an oxidizedp-Si wafer using two
different power levels of the primarysmodulatedd laser beam. He–Ne laser
chopping frequency, 200 Hz.

FIG. 11. Effects of surface polishing on the PCR signal amplitude and
phase. He–Ne laser chopping frequency, 200 Hz.

FIG. 12. Amplitudes and phases of an oxidizedn-Si wafer before and after
etching the SiO2 away. The modulated beam was provided by a mechani-
cally chopped He–Ne laser chopping frequency, 200 Hz.
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teff ,S1,S2, and Deff were set as free parameters. The best-
fitting procedure commenced atIdc= IFB, whereW0=0. Then
the first nonzero value ofW0 was incremented for the next
lower Idc and all five parameters were allowed to vary until
the absolute minimum of Eq.s8d was attained. The values of
the five parameters yielding the absolute minimum in Eq.s8d
were unique in each case within the physically expected
value ranges, and fitting errors were recorded. The procedure
was repeated for allIdcù0. Figure 14 shows theIdc depen-
dence of the front surfacesinterfaced recombination velocity,
S1, in the range used in our experiments. The decrease of this
parameter essentially down to zero is consistent with the
physical process of optical neutralization of the interface

states by photoexcited minority electrons. The results are
also consistent with earlier derived dependencies of the front
surface recombination velocitysSRVd on the excess electron
density in optically biased photoconductance-decay
experiments20,21, from surface photovoltage measurements
using negative corona charging21, and from basic Shockley–
Reed recombination theory.16,22 Using the dependencets

=constsS1
−1d sRef. 10; Appendix Eq. A5d results in an in-

crease of the interface recombination lifetime with incident
dc laser power. Figures 15 and 16 show theIdc dependencies

FIG. 13. Amplitudesad and phasesbd frequency scans of ap-Si–SiO2 in-
terface from the polished surface of Fig. 9, under various dc laser power
levels and 830-nm modulated excitation source. Theoretical fits to Eq.s1d
are indicated by the continuous lines. Unique best fits were determined by
the set of parametersW0,teff ,S1,S2, andDeff yielding the minimum variance
in Eq. s8d. For all fits it was found that 0.86%,Var,1.14%.

FIG. 14. Recombination velocity for ap-Si–SiO2 interface as a function
of the Ar-ion laser dc power of ap-Si–SiO2 interface. Data obtained
from simultaneous best fits to amplitude and phase frequency scans shown
in Fig. 13.

FIG. 15. Effective diffusion coefficient of the carrier density wave as a
function of the Ar-ion laser dc power of ap-Si–SiO2 interface. Data ob-
tained from simultaneous best fits to amplitude and phase frequency scans
shown in Fig. 13.
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of the CDW effective diffusion coefficientDeff and effective
recombination lifetimeteff. In the high dc-power range,Pdc

.100 mW, Fig. 14 shows thatS1<0. Therefore, in that
range, according to Appendix Eq. A7 of Ref. 10,

1

teff
=

1

tB
+

1

ts
, s9d

teffgtB.460 ms, a constant value reflecting purely bulk re-
combination and consistent with Fig. 16. HeretB is the bulk
recombination lifetime. Nevertheless, for the samePdc range
the effective diffusion coefficient of the CDW decreases
from an essentially electron minority-carrier diffusivity value
of 26 cm2/s following a relatively steep increase. The onset
of decrease at high optical bias corresponds to photoexcited
carrier densities of 1017 cm−3 fcalculated from Eq.s7d for
excitation at 830 nmg and is consistent with the onset of
nonnegligible carrier–carrier scattering reported for Sis111d
surfaces.23 The increase ofDeff at low Pdc bias power is the
result of the ambipolar nature ofDeff<Dn

* sRef. 10, Appen-
dixd as the free-electron CDW increases in the near-interface
region with increased optical interface charge neutralization,
thus changing the value of the ambipolar diffusivity from the
majority Dps,12 cm2/sd to the minority Dns,30 cm2/sd
range. The minimum in the value ofteff around Pdc

=50 mW, Fig. 16, is most likely associated with the increas-
ing values ofDeff andts; the IR emitting photocarrier density
wave shifts to deeper subinterface locations, in agreement
with the increased PCR phase lag in Figs. 9sbd, 10sbd, and
11, and this results in the disappearance of a number of con-
tributing carriers from the field of view of the IR detector.24

The computational application of Eq.s1d interprets this rela-
tive scarcity of carriers as a decreased recombination life-
time. At higherPdc the flattening bands bring about an in-
creased free-carrier density wave in the immediate
subinterface regionfdecreased phase lag in Figs. 9sbd, 10sbd,

and 11g which restores the CDW infrared photon emission
within the range of the InGaAs visibility solid angle. The
effects of finite detector size on the PCR signal are currently
under further investigation along the lines of similar consid-
erations in photothermal radiometry of semiconductors.24

Figure 17 is the reconstructed depth profile of the SCL
width from full band bending to the complete flatband con-
dition associated with photosaturation of the PCR signal.
Furthermore, the doping density,np0, at room temperature
was estimated from the resistivity of the particularp-Si
wafer25 and was used in10

Nt − Nt0
srd = np0W0 s10d

to calculate the effective density of non-neutralized interface
charges,Nt−Nt0

srd. Although a single interface energy state
Et has been assumed throughout, it is clear that the calculated
charge density of Eq.s10d can be generalized to the follow-
ing distributions:

Nt − Nt0
srd ⇒ o

d

sNt
d − Nt0

dd for discrete states, s11ad

Nt − Nt0
srd ⇒ E

d

fNtsEdd

− Nt0sEddgdEd for continuous states. s11bd

Finally, Fig. 18 shows the change in the SCL width of
then-type interface of Fig. 12. Since there was no saturation
of the PCR signal possible for then-type Si wafers, the flat-
band condition could not be attained and therefore no fully
neutralized charge-state signal was available to use as a ref-
erence interface state with Eq.s1d. Instead, the differential
srelatived SCL width DW0sIdcd

FIG. 16. Effective lifetime of the carrier density wave as a function of the
Ar-ion laser dc power of ap-Si–SiO2 interface. Data obtained from simul-
taneous best fits to amplitude and phase frequency scans shown in Fig. 13.

FIG. 17. SCL width of ap-Si–SiO2 interface as a function of the Ar-ion
laser dc optical bias. The reconstruction was obtained from simultaneous
best fits to amplitude and phase frequency scans shown in Fig. 13. The right
axis shows the effective density of non-neutralized interface charges,
Eq. s10d.
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DW0sIdcd ; W0s0d − W0sIdcd =
1

a
lnFSPsIdc,v;ad

SPs0,v;ad G s12d

was measured. It is observed that photosaturation is likely
for optical bias substantially higher than the maximum 300
mW used in this experiment. The relative inability of the dc
optical bias to neutralize the interface charge density inn-Si
is due to the much lowersca. 100 times16d hole capture cross
section of this type of semiconductor than the respective
electron capture cross section inp-Si. This fact leads to much
shorter interface lifetimes,ts sRef. 10, Appendixd, making it
harder for an optical source to build up the neutralized inter-
face charge coverage observed withp-Si–SiO2 interfaces,
Fig. 17. The same effect makes the interface recombination
velocity essentially independent of excess carrier density at
the n-Si–SiO2 interface16 which results in the independence
of the PCR phase fromPdc, Fig. 12.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The interface modulated-charge-density theory devel-
oped elsewhere10 was used for physical simulations involv-
ing PCR signals in order to study the effects of the various
SCL optoelectronic transport parameters on the PCR ampli-
tude and phase signal channels. Furthermore, an experimen-
tal configuration was used involvingn- andp-doped Si–SiO2
interfaces and a low-intensitysnonperturbingd modulated la-
ser source as well as a coincident dc laser of variable inten-
sity acting as interface-state neutralizing optical bias. The
application of the theory to the experiments yielded the vari-
ous transport parameters of the samples as well as the depth

profile of the SCL. It was shown that PCR can monitor the
complete flattening of the energy bands at the interface of
p-Si–SiO2 with dc optical powers up to 300 mW. The un-
compensated charge density at the interface was also calcu-
lated from the theory. Withn-Si–SiO2 it proved to be more
difficult to flatten the energy bands as expected from the
much lower minority-carrier capture cross section of the
n-type interface. The present two-laser PCR method is ca-
pable of quantitative and contactless depth profilometry of
the SCL at intermediate stages of its dynamic optical flatten-
ing up to the flatband state.
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